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Focus Your Efforts on Those Most Likely to Give

This solution is unique in that it captures data from your 
organization and leverages those unique elements to verify 
correlations that are highly predictive.

Thousands of variables are considered including: proprietary 
and public databases, HIPAA-compliant medical record 
information, and patient constituent data.

One new model is custom-built annually for your organization 
and new patients can be added to the model three times per 
year. The result is a simple score for each record.

Identify trends within your patient population based on EMR 
information like which physicians and service lines have 
patients most likely to donate.

Patient Conversion Model™
Grow Giving by Identifying the Most Philanthropic Patients

You need to increase the dollars coming into your healthcare organization and you need to 
increase the number of donors, but there is only so much time in the day. 

Imagine the time you would save if you just focused on the patients most likely to give. And what 
if you just solicited the very best prospects? Would that save resources?

Blackbaud Patient Conversion Model ™ uses patient and donor data to gauge a non-donor 
patient’s likelihood to convert to a donor.

“We worked really 
closely with the 
Blackbaud team to 
build a model that was 
reflective of who our 
patients were so we 
could build a cultivation 
and solicitation program 
that would have the 
highest likelihood of 
return on investment, 
but also the highest 
engagement with our 
patients.”
—Danielle Lavon, Director of 

Philanthropy Operations
 Joslin Diabetes CenterTo learn more visit healthcare.blackbaud.com. Learn more
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Get a Full Picture of Your Prospects
Used together, Patient Conversion Model and Grateful Patient Solution 
provide best-in-class healthcare analytics tools. 

Patient Conversion Model identifies relationship-qualified patients, while 
Grateful Patient Solution identifies wealth-qualified patients. 

Grateful Patient Solution’s wealth screening data is available daily, which 
helps to quickly identify potential prospects and facilitate more detailed 
prospect research.

• Use Grateful Patient Solution to quickly reach out to recent patients, 
then use Patient Conversion Model to determine who to include in 
additional efforts.

• Combine the tools together to determine the best prospects to put into 
a gift officer portfolio.

• Create and adjust parameters in both solutions to match your mailing 
budget with a manageable group of prospects.

WHY BLACKBAUD

Leading the Industry
Since 2014, Blackbaud has been 
delivering healthcare-specific 
fundraising intelligence through 
AI and machine learning-derived 
insights.

Unmatched Data
Blackbaud has the industry’s 
most comprehensive 
philanthropic data set, 
providing more breadth and 
depth than competitors. 

Advanced Tools
Our predictive models combine 
comprehensive insight with AI 
tools to predict and prioritize 
prospects..

“Some patients, no matter how grateful, are 
not going to give. Forward-thinking healthcare 
organizations are embracing additional analytics to 
make deliberate asks of well-qualified prospects.”
—Page Bullington, President & GM, Blackbaud Healthcare Solutions
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